"One Dot, One Shot"
"You can see the laser dot on the fish!"

For Blue Water! For Reef Fishing!

Laser Tools Co.’s Speargun Laser Sights fit most brands of Spearguns including rollers, band guns and pneumatics.

How it works:
Traditional aiming still applies and there’s an aiming ridge down the length of the laser module. Just before the trigger is pulled, the laser is turned on with a remote thumb switch to precisely illuminate the point of impact.

This means:
- Less Blood Loss with Head Shots
- More Accurate Deflection Shots
- Stealthy Stalks with Minimal School Disturbance
- More One Shot Kills
- Increased Lethality

Specifications: Speargun Laser System with Remote Trigger
- Model RT58DC: Red Beam Laser, Class IIIa [IEC 3R] < 5mW @ 635nm
- Model GRT58DC: Green Beam Laser, Class IIIa [IEC3R] < 5mW @ 520nm (10X brighter)
- Power: 1-DL123A Lithium Photo Battery (4-5 hours of continuous use).
- Remote Switch Module: SPDT Momentary On, Center Off, Full On with power connector
- Laser Module Includes: 12” power cord, connector and brass laser module
- Depth Rating: Over 200 feet.
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AVOID EXPOSURE
Laser radiation is emitted from this equipment.
Use with Band, Roller or Pneumatic Spearguns for precise aiming in open water, reef or structure fishing. The Spear Gun Laser Sight projects a bright laser dot at the point of impact for improved head shots, deflection takes and long distance penetration.

This means:
- Less Blood Loss with Head Shots
- More One Shot Kills
- Increased Lethality
- Stealthy Stalks with Minimal School Disturbance

**Specifications:** Spear Gun Laser System with Single Module
- Model SG58: Red Laser Beam, Class IIIa (IEC3R) <5mW @ 635nm
- Model GSG58: Green Laser Beam, Class IIIa (IEC3R) <5mW @ 520nm (10X Brighter)
- Power: 1-CR123A Panasonic Lithium Photo Battery (4-5 Hrs. Continuous Use)
- Depth Rating: Over 200 feet
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